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We’re the Lone Star Voyagers Motorcycle Club, a chartered club of the American Voyager Association, and are always
looking for new members. The club was created focusing on Kawasaki Voyager owners but now has a great variety of
motorcycles and welcomes all makes and models of bikes. Dues are only $7.50 /year for one-up riding or $15 /year for two
and are due in January. For an application, if there's not one at the back of this newsletter (there is! there is!), there's one
on our web site at LoneStarVoyagers.org.
Our ex Sec-Treasurer has turned over the books & the bank to our duly elected Secretary - Treasurer Sandra Judge.
Sandra's mailing address is 214490 E County Road 33, Mooreland, OK 73852-8959. Sandra can be reached by phone at,
580-273-1397. Please be sure that you make any checks as payable to “Sandra Judge” and NOT to LSV or Lone Star
Voyagers. If Richard accidentally receives any money, he'll forward it to Sandra

We are a family-riding club with a widespread membership and activities scheduled nearly every month. We are also a fun
club with no attendance or participation requirements. You are not required to be an AVA member. . Normally we plan to
host at least 2 camp-in weekends each year. We feature this bimonthly newsletter where members may submit articles, &
our web site is LoneStarVoyagers.org.

If you are interested you can contact our President, David Lawson in Marlin, TX (254-803-3511), Lawson-david@att.net or
our Vice President, Larry Lawson, in Paige, TX (512-253-6240) LLaw148@yahoo.com or our Sec/Treasurer Sandra
Judge, jjudge@cneconnect.com (phone # above) in Mooreland, OK for more information. Hope you can join us.

***

From the Prez.
This month, the prez is communicating with us in the "Working On Bikes section but he does note that it's that time of year
(+4 months) for everyone to renew their LSV membership

.

***

Secretary/Treasurer Report:

Feb 15, 2014 - Apr 07, 2015 LSV Treasurer Report (last effort from Richard)

This report & the beginning balance is since last newsletter - Jan-Feb 2015 and is the last report from Richard. Future

reports will come from Sandra J. Beginning balance $1230.79 (as of Feb 15, 2015; $387.50 of this was Down Rider Fund)

Begin $1230.79 as of 02/15/2015
Income +$37.50 membership dues
Outgo -$5.00 cashier’s check

new balance $1263.29 as of 04/07/2015 (incl $0.29 petty cash & $387.50 Down Rider Fund)

Cashiers check for $1263 to Sandra moving "the bank" to her. I'll give her the ledger & coin purse at HCT.

Also passed along the ongoing 2 HCT fees (Enger) @ $10 each that are to be reimbursed. Someday. See page 1,

paragraph 1 for Sandra's info for paying your LSV membership dues - or anything else Sec/Treas related. Thanks

-Richard Baxter, not the Secretary/Treasurer

***



THE SAFETY CORNER
This is a "Classic" Safety Corner message (i.e., a rerun) from our Mar- Apr 2009 Newsletter.

The Safety Corner:
Recipe For A Safe Motorcycle Ride

Ask a group of women what the recipe is for baking a pie from scratch and you will probably get just
as many different answers. Each will add something just a tad bit different than the others.

Ask a group of motorcyclists what the recipe is to have safe motorcycle ride and you will probably get
just as many different answers. Each will add something just a tad bit different than the others

We all want the same results in the end whether it is a blue ribbon pie or a ride that when we finish we
drop the side stand & walk away from the bike.

And since the LSV is a group that loves their food, I thought I'd write about it. However, it was a brief
& fleeting thought. So let's ponder some ingredients for a safe trip.

Besides the obvious gear (head to toe, out to finger tips) & a mechanically sound bike there are lots
of other things needed to make this safe trip.

This is where we will differ some in our "recipes", but still our goals for the end result are the same. A
trip plan is a must. It's best not to ride alone, but if you do, leave a planned route with someone. This
plan should include an approximate time of your return. Included also should be a description of the
bike with tag number.

Cell phones are good to have as long as there is a tower you can get a signal from and the battery is
charged up.

Now, about our bikes, some are quiet, some make quite a bit of noise, some are full dress touring
bikes, some are cruisers or sport tourers. Some have lots of lights, some have a lot less. These
ingredients help make up the recipe, but are not the main part. They are a very important element to this
safe trip. Our bikes are as individual as we are. And as individuals, we each have our own limits. Know
what they are and ride within your limits. The motorcycles we have can do by far more than what most
of us can handle. If need be, make an investment in your riding future and success, enroll in a rider
safety course.

Some riders have the philosophy that "loud pipes save lives". Some feel it's best to be seen & not
heard.

Now you're thinking ok here we go... a sermon about noise. Bear with me, it's not.

We each do have our own personal preferences, which is part of the recipe.

Some feel it's best to be able to see that is more important than the other thoughts. All are correct to
a degree, none are incorrect. But one is probably more correct than the rest or than any others not yet
mentioned.

If a car or truck is in traffic, windows down, (maybe radio is playing with those mega-bass speakers),
it's hard for the driver to determine where the loud noise is coming from because the sound is coming in
the windows from a perpendicular angle to the sound producer.

Being seen should never be taken as a guarantee, even when you make eye contact with the other
driver. Headlight modulators, extra driving lights add to your being seen, but still is no guarantee. You
should always ride as though you are invisible to the other drivers.

Probably the most important ingredient we can add to our recipe is our vision; our ability to see what
is going on in front of us, what is approaching from the sides & what is coming up behind us.

Being able to see will give you that extra element of defense that will allow you to react to a situation
with the correct maneuvers necessary to avoid a wreck before it gets to the extreme. Watching the road
2 & 3 car lengths ahead will give you early warning of something wrong. Scanning the side street
intersections as you approach far enough in advance will give you time to react to that driver that looks



right through you and never sees you.

What are some of the ingredients of being able to see? Well for starters, glasses are a must.
Whether you wear prescription eyewear or not, you need to protect your eyes. You only have 2 of them,
so protect them. Carry an extra pair in case 1 pair breaks.

Next, you need a clear, fog free mind.

Drugs, whether prescription or of the illegal kind, if they can or will affect your ability to safely operate
your bike don't partake in them. It's an invitation for disaster.

Alcohol, well what's there to say here that hasn't been said before & before that, & before that? Wait
until the ride is over for the day to enjoy a cold one.

You could very possibly wind up killing someone very close to you....like maybe yourself. Then
where would you be...Never mind, you're dead, it doesn't matter where you are now. It now becomes a
matter of where you will wind up.

Then there's the surviving family. What happens to them? Will they be able to afford to stay where
they are or will they be forced to sell out & move? How will your children handle you not coming home
any more? Will there be enough money to put food on the table, clothes on their backs, shoes on their
feet, and a roof over their heads?

We truly love and enjoy riding our bikes. Do your part to make every trip a safe and successful trip.

Until next time;
Fuel'em up, Rev'em up, and hit the open road
Rick Londagin
LSV Safety Officer
***

Working on bikes
Fork Seal, Fork Oil and Progressive Springs for a Kaw Voyager 1200

I found that I had blown a fork seal by tightening a tiedown strap too much when we went to Glen Rose. I decided
to replace both seals and upgrade to Progressive Springs. Put in a call to Carl Leo and he sent me all the required
parts. 2 seals, 2 dust covers and a brand new set of Progressives. I had talked to Speedball and he had a Special
tool to remove the springs from the fork tubes. While on the call to Carl, he explained the process and said I would
need to remove the forks from the bike. Said he had done 32 sets of seals & springs at an AVA meeting one
afternoon so I should be able to do it in about 4 hours. Armed with that information, Sheila & I met Speedball in
Temple, picked up the special spring removal tool and came home to finish the job Friday afternoon. Did not
happen as planned.

I thought I could replace the seal & dust cover without removing the forks but realized there are 3 small parts in
the bottom of the fork that will not stay in place so the fork assembly has to be upside down to be put back
together.

First thing is to remove the axle & nut, speedometer cable, front wheel assembly, brake calipers, front fender and
fork brace. Hang the brake calipers out of the way,( I used C-clamps to compress the brake piston). Release the air
pressure you have on the forks. Remove the oil drain screw and drain as much oil as you can then replace the
screw. There is a 6mm hex screw in the bottom of the lower fork leg that you need to loosen before you take the
fork spring out. If you don't loosen this screw, you will need a special tool to loosen this screw.

On the upper end, you will need to remove the key cover, the handlebars and the holder that hold all the wires
going to the controls. (Thick black wire holder with two bolts holding it) Tie the handlebars up out of the way or
they will be a pain..

Using the Special fork spring tool, compress the fork plug, remove the circle clip from the fork tube and slowly
release the pressure on the spring tool. Remove the fork spring and lay it aside. Now is a good time to flush the
fork tubes. Use approximately 6-8 oz. mineral oil, pump the lower leg up/down several times and drain. Do this



twice. If you are just replacing springs and oil, press the lower leg completely up. Fill between 145mm to 160mm
from the top depending on your weight. Pump the lower leg several times, extend the lower leg, replace the
springs. Using the spring compression tool, compress the plug into the tube, replace the circle clip, replace the
fork cap and you are done.

NOTE: If you are not replacing standard springs, you will need to insert the oil seal & extension below the fork
plug. If you are replacing with Progressive you will not need the oil seal or extension.

If you are replacing the seals, you have a little more to do. Only do one fork at a time. Loosen the one upper and
two lower pinch bolts. Below the upper tree is the air seal. Pull the fork tube down about an inch and using a 1-2
ft. wood rod placed on the bottom edge of the air seal gently tap until a circle clip is exposed below the air seal.
This clip can be removed with your fingers. Complete removing the fork assembly thru the lower tree.

Remove the 6mm screw and washer from the bottom of the lower leg, holding the upper tube & lower leg, pull
apart until the seal comes out. Clean all parts. From the inside bottom of the lower leg, you will have 3 parts. A
spring, a small "hat" that the spring fits on and a valve approximately 1 1/2" long. These are the reason you have
to remove the fork. On the upper tube, from the top, you will have a dust cover, a seal keeper, an oil seal, a washer,
a sliding shim and a shim inset into the fork tube, Inside the upper tube you will have a 6-8" tube and a spring. Lay
these two aside. Clean all parts.

Replace the spring & 6-8" tube into to the upper tube. Replace the fork spring to hold the small tube in place. Turn
the tube upside down, replace the 1 1/2 valve with the small end up, replace the small hat with the spring on top of
the 1 1/2" valve. Replace the lower leg on the fork tube. Install the 6mm hex screw with washer and tighten a little
more than finger tight. Turn the fork assembly upright and remove the fork spring from the tube

Remove the dust cover and seal from the upper tube. The lower leg. The sliding shim needs to be reset into the
lower leg. Put the washer on top of the shim & using special tool #2, gently tap on Special tool #2 with a small
hammer until the shim seats into the lower tube. Place the plastic bag that the seal came in over the top of the tube,
use a small amount of fork oil on the seal and bag. Using this bag will keep the seal edges from hanging on the
circle clip holder. Again using special tool #2, gently tap on the tool until the seal seats. On the seal, REMEMBER
number side up. Replace the seal keeper. Use the same bag to replace dust cover and special tool #3, seat the dust
cover.

Compress the tube down completely, fill the tube between 145mm to 160mm (depending on your weight) from
the top of the tube with fork oil. Pump the fork tube up and down several times to fill all cavities. Extend the tube
completely. Replace the tube into the triple tree, replace the circle clip. NOTE, Use the small circle clip, not the
large one. Use a small amount of fork oil lube the O-rings in the air seal. Push the tube thru the air seal until the
circle clip seats into the air seal. Hold the fork tube in place and tighten a pinch bolt. Tighten all pinch bolts (3),
replace the fork spring, replace the fork plug, replace the circle clip (large one) and tighten the 6mm in the bottom
of the lower fork leg. If you have an impact driver to tighten this screw, much better..

Use the same order to rebuild the other fork tube. It is better to take pictures as you go so you can have a record of
disassembly/assembly. I didn't...

Replace, Wire holder, handlebars and key cover on top. TIGHTEN 6MM SCREW WITH WASHER IN
BOTTOM OF FORK LEG. Replace fork brace, fender, wheel assembly, axle & nut, replace brakes, connect
speedometer, bleed brakes if needed. Test ride.

-Dave DeepSea Lawson

***

Ride Reports
If we had a heading for Shakespearean Tragedy, we'd place this article there but we don't, so

here's a "ride report" from Steven telling of his induction into the not-too-exclusive, I-hit-a-deer club.

3/23 Coming back from SFR, about 7:00am, east of Comfort I hit a deer. I saw them a ways off crossing to the left



and on the shoulder. One of them made a dash back across the road, I swerved hard, realized I could not miss her,
right before hitting her I jerked the bike back straight up and held on tight. Her head hit right below the head light.
Speed limit was 75, I was running 62 because of deer. Straightening it up had to be what keep me from going
down. If I had hit her at the angle I was trying to miss her, I would have went down for sure. I'm fine, bike not so.
Bike runs, with a small water leak, I drove it to the next gas station before it lost so much water, it started to get
hot. Called my brother, he brought his trailer, we took it home. Insurance guy supposed to get with me today and
see about getting it fixed. Broke the driving light off, made a hole in fairing, cracked the front fender, lower fairing
half almost gone, radiator shroud and bottom air scoop shattered. I had the bar between the 2 front crash bars,
folded the left one all the way back into the motor, radiator got pushed back a little. Water coming from the water
pump area, (need to pull covers to make sure), thinking the tube to the water pump got messed up. She spun
around hitting the rear crash bar in front of the saddle bags, bent it back a little, 1/2". I have deer poop on that
cover and the trunk. After I looked at it with a flash light, I went back. She be DEAD. Will let you know what the
Ins. says. It is easy fixable. If he totals it and will let me buy it back I will fix it, If I can't buy it back I'm going to
tell him to forget it, I'll fix it myself. Lost the winglet also. I'm very thankful things went the way they did. I can
see pictures of me flopping around like a fish out of water and all kinds of road rash. The insurance man called,
said his adjuster would call within 48 hrs. should hear from him tomorrow or Wednesday. The parts I looked up
on line are over $2700, no labor and still don't know where the water is coming from, need to take some covers off
and then run it. Impatiently waiting.

3/25 Man said the bike is totaled. He said it is totaled at $2800.00. The way he talked that is what they are going to
give me. They will call me later with #s. The guy was a bike rider and understood my feelings.

4/6 Dairy land treated me pretty good, they are paying $5250 for the bike and accessories. I've had several people
asking me about that.
-Steven

***

Lunch Rides
Brenham Lunch Ride Report, 041115

Rain was predicted. I left the house at 8:45 & met Larry at about 10:20. So far so good, but it was a little chilly for

just a mesh jacket. I hadn't been on 290 thru Brenham in a loooong time. Looking for something that would

announce the route to TX105 east instead of FM577, I missed the 577 exit. We did a 180 on 290 (what? 2 many

numbers?) at the eastern edge of town & the rest of the trip was dramaless (a perfectly cromulent word).

Not many vacant parking spaces at the restaurant was a harbinger of the noisy, crowded, zoo-like interior of the

restaurant. Luckily our forward scouts had gotten there early & had just gotten invited to be seated when we arrived.

The five of us (Steven, Sandra3, Pathfinder, Larry & I) were joined shortly by Moe, er, DeepSea. The burgers were

good. The service was good - especially considering how crowded it was. The poodle skirts & pony-tails were cute.

In the parking lot, instead of kicking tires on Steven's new ride (because they came in the cage), we bought & sold

motorcycle parts & I acquired a set of fork springs from DeepSea. Larry, DeepSea & I exited north on FM50 to scenic

FM390, then west-ish on 390 to 290 at Burton. West on US290 & we hit the rain. Not bad

enough to suit up but when we stopped for fuel in Giddings, Larry kept on for Bastrop & home while David & I went

north on US77 - a nice, vacant, 4 lane highway and...no rain!! I peeled off to go west at Rockdale & on home

uneventfully. - SpeedBall ***

Up and Coming:

Bob Bass and Jim Judge are going to Run For The Wall.

We are planning to go on the rolling thunder ride this May. If anyone else would be interested they can look up

RUN FOR THE WALL.ORG. We will leave for California on the 10th of May.



Thanks, Bob Bass

There's a registration form included here for Hill Country Tour in Kerrville. That's coming up soon.

We're gonna have another lunch ride soon, and the destination, according to the lunch list on the web

site, is either Conroe or Alamo Springs . Probably early May. Stay tuned to the message board forum

for details.

***

LSV 2015 Calendar:

Date Event Place Hosts
Apr 23-26, 2015 Hill Country Tour* Kerrville, TX Az Twins
~Oct 2015 (TBD) Voyage Home* TBD TBD
*These two events are our two ride-in weekends and include a business meeting.

***

Richard's Ritings and Wridings

There hasn't been a mad rush to renew LSV memberships. And that's ok! Better to delay and let

Sandra handle the paperwork & the money. As of Apr 8, the Lone Star Voyagers have 43 current (paid

thru at least 2015) members - up 9 (IIRC) from last newsletter. That means we have another 15-20

folks who were members in 2014, but have not renewed their membership yet. If you're not sure if you

have renewed - you probably haven't. Check the on-line roster on the web site & if need be, e-mail or

call me or any of the officers & we'll compare notes. The contact info for the new club officers is

updated in the boilerplate intro to this newsletter - including for Secretary Treasurer. Sandra1 is the

Sec-Treas, & she's got the bank so my info is no longer listed there. Her info is also included on the

attendant membership application. ***



New ( ) 2015rb

Renewal ( ) Lone Star Voyagers

Solo ( ) or Two Up ( ) Membership Application
Date___________

Primary Driver: Rider (co-pilot):

Last Name:_______________ Last Name:________________

First Name:_______________(M) (F) First Name:________________(M) (F)

Primary Drivers Address:

(Street/P.O. Box) _____________________________________

(City/State/Zip) _____________________________________

(Home Phone Number) (_______)______________________________

(Cell Phone Number) (________)_______________________________

(E-mail Address) __________________________________________

Year/Make/Model of Motorcycle:___________________________________________

Birthdays: Pilot_____________ Co-Pilot:____________ Anniversary:_______

For newsletter and internet announcements, may we publish:

All Information ( ); Name Only ( ); Name/Addy/Phone Only ( ); Name/Address Only ( ); Name/Addy/Ph/E-mail Only ( )

Please indicate any assistance you would be able to give fellow LSV members:

Pick Up Truck ( ); Bike Trailer ( ); Tools ( ); Tent Area ( ); Local Info ( )

Send Application and Membership fee ($7.50 each) to: Sandra Judge
LSV Treasurer

214490 E County Road 33
Mooreland, OK 73852-8959.

I/We, the undersigned, agree not to hold the AVA-LSV, it's officers, agents, members, or anyone connected with AVA-LSV
functions responsible for any accidents, injury or personal loss before during or after attending any get together, rally,
activity ride-in, or event, or whatever we call it.

Primary Signature:_______________________ Co-Pilot Signature________________



2015 LSV HILL COUNTRY TOUR
REGISTRATION FORM

The annual LSV Hill Country Tour for 2015 will be in Kerrville, TX April 23-26, 2015. This is open to all LSV members, their guests &
AVA members.
Charlie Henry and Bob Schneider from Arizona and the entire Lone Star Voyagers Club will be your hosts. Headquarters for this event
will be Kerrville Schreiner Park.
For campground reservations call 830-257-7300 or email kerrville.schreinerpark@kerrvilletx.gov. Tent sites are $10/night, and there are
various pull-thru options in the $25-$30/night range. There are also mini cabins available for $50/night. These units have bunk beds
and can house up to 4 people, but do not have a private bathroom. There are various additional fees for extra people or vehicles in a site,
so it would be wise to go on the campground website and do a little checking. Here is a link to all the fee information for the

campground http://kerrville.org/index.aspx?NID=831 For tent camping we will be stayingt at the Mountain View and Deer
Field Loop areas. For those choosing to stay in a mini cabin, the High Point section would be the most convenient area to reserve.
Those who choose to stay in a motel should note that there is a daily entrance fee to the campground of $4.00/day ($2.00/day for seniors),
should you want to come into the campground for any reason.

The motels of choice are Motel 6 (830) 257-1500 or Days Inn (830) 896-1000.

We will be hosting a club cook-out at the campground on Friday night, where we will also be conducting the annual business meeting.
We plan to grill hamburgers with all the fix-ins, drinks and dessert. To cover this expense, we are asking for $7/person. If paying by
check, please make payable to Bob Schneider. You can include check with the registration Form, or you can pay at the event. All
other activities are pay as you go.
Mail Registration Forms and checks by 3/31/15 to:
Bob Schneider, 13588 E. Garigans Gulch, Vail, Arizona 85641

Rides will be staged each day from Stripes gas station, 1 block north of the river on RM534 (Veteran's
Hwy). Timing yet to be determined.

We will use channel 24 as the official AVA/LSV CB channel.

Pilot Name: _________________________________________

Co-Pilot Name: ______________________________________

Address: ____________________________________________

City: _____________________________ State: ___________________ Zip: ______________
Approximate Miles to Event: __________________
Circle the appropriate responses below

Will be staying at: Campground... Motel (Circle one)
If at Campground - Will have: Hook-ups Tent Mini cabin (Circle one)

Will arrive: Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

Club Affiliation: _____________________________

We, the undersigned, agree not to hold the AVA-LSV, its officers, agents, members, or anyone connected with AVA-LSV functions responsible for any accidents, injury
or personal loss while we are en route to or from or during any LSV get together, rally, activity, ride-in or event.

Primary Signature: ______________________________________

Co-Pilot Signature: ______________________________________


